FARRAH HIT BY BREAST CANCER & Ryan’s shattered as she’s rushed to hospital, say family - UNTOLD STORY

WARNING! NOT FOR THE SQUEAMISH

NEVER SEEN BEFORE SHOCKING AUTOPSY PHOTOS BLOW LID OFF J.F.K. COVER-UP!

- Pictures of corpse Ted Kennedy didn’t want you to see
- Jackie’s testimony that’s been hushed up for 28 years
- Shattering evidence proves blockbuster movie’s true
PHOTOS THEY NEVER WANTED YOU TO SEE!

REVEALED for the first time anywhere — the shocking autopsy photos of JFK that PROVE once and for all there was a conspiracy to murder the president that led all the way up to the White House. Ordered to be kept under lock and key until the year 2039, they are the proof the Kennedys and the government never wanted you to see. But now, the world's leading authority on the assassination, who was handed the photos by a dying Secret Service agent, reveals them in GLOBE. Robert Groden is the man who first showed the world the amazing Zapruder film. He's the expert who served as photographic consultant on the House Assassinations Committee. He's also the chief advisor on Oliver Stone's new blockbuster movie JFK. Read his world exclusive six-page report. Study the pictures. We guarantee the facts will shock you rigid.

Autopsy photos of president JFK prove he was secretly set up by his own administration.

Widow Jackie with JFK's brother Ted & son John Jr.
NOW at last the truth can be told. Those shock- ing, never-before-seen autopsy photographs of John F. Kennedy were actually faked by the Feds just one week after his assassination.

They were part of a massive cover-up to hide the fact that more than one man shot the president, explains Robert Groden, the world's leading authority on the photographic evidence in the Kennedy assassination.

"The JFK autopsy photographs were faked," Groden declares. "The Feds needed to prove that he was shot in the back of the head by a lone gunman, but in fact, the president was shot from the front by a killer on the grassy knoll.

"Six doctors and a nurse who treated the president at Parkland Hospital saw that there was a gaping hole in the back of Kennedy's head. One X-ray technician fitted both his face in it. But the autopsy photos don't show the wound. That's because it has been covered up by photographic trickery.

"By the time the conspirators got the body to Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland, they knew they would have to make the fake hole in JFK's head disappear. They silhouetted the body while X-ray technician Arvid Carter and autopsy photographer Floyd Rieke, who both later testified that they saw a glowing hole in the back of the president's head, got on with their work.

Sinister plan

"The conspirators knew they couldn't stop the photos being taken and already had a sinister plan. The moment the tests were finished, they took all the photos and marked each with a X-ray film shot from a secret lab where they took pictures of the back of someone else's head. It was the first time that they had used a film in the X-ray machine.

"They then superimposed the new picture over the president's head, matching it up with his brains. They did what the best doctors in the country could never do. They put the president's head back together.

"Their forged photograph now only showed a tiny bullet hole in the center of Kennedy's head. X-rays of the president were also altered.

"The original wound was made larger by the conspirators in order to make it look like an exit wound. They used a hole that size you could have fitted a garden hose in it, never mind a slim medical tube.

"They were pleased with their handiwork, but the question they have never been able to answer is why Kennedy's face was not disfigured. It certainly would have been if he'd been hit in the back of the head."
PHONY PHOTO HIDES GAPING HOLE IN HEAD

This photo is a forgery, says Groden. The gaping head wound that blasted away most of the top and back of Kennedy's head has been touched up with photographic trickery in this official picture — obliterating the truth that the actual bullet fired from the grassy knoll which killed the president. A photo of the back of someone's head has been superimposed over the back of JFK's head (see dotted line) to cover the evidence of the shockingly large hole that Dallas doctors said was there when they tried to save Kennedy's life. The picture supposedly shows an entry wound in the cheek - but no large exit wound from the bullet that came from the rear. One x-ray technician said he fitted both his fists into the hole in Kennedy's head to see how large it was.

WHAT JFK'S HEAD REALLY LOOKED LIKE

This photograph altered by computer shows the actual condition of the president's head as seen and described by two dozen eyewitnesses who saw the body on the day of the assassination.

Illustrated here, the massive hole in the rear of Kennedy's head is shown in red along with the brain matter that continued to spill from the wound. When doctors first saw the condition of JFK in Dallas, they made every effort to save his life, but that was because their patient was the president of the United States. They knew that with the damage to his skull and the loss of brain matter, skull fragments and blood, there was really no hope. JFK was mortally wounded.

BETHESDA lab technician Paul O'Connor, who helped at the autopsy, drew this illustration depicting the exact condition of the wound in the president's head when he saw it the night JFK died.

O'Connor says the government's photos are not what he saw. In his illustration he clearly shows that the top and rear of Kennedy's head were missing — blown apart by a bullet. O'Connor, who calls the wound "huge," says "Brain blown completely out!"
REVEALED AFTER 28 YRS: WIDOW'S SECRET

JACKIE CRAWLED OUT OF LIMO TO GRAB HER DYING HUBBY'S BRAINS

— and she had them in her hand!

1. Jackie knew her husband was in dire straits. He had been off his medication for a month.
2. She saw him slapping her and heard him muttering about a secret he was trying to keep.
3. In a fit of rage, she grabbed a nearby weapon and used it to defend herself.
TESTIMONY THEY HID FROM THE WORLD

Jackie Kennedy's shocking testimony to the Warren Commission about her husband's brutal assassination — testimony that was deliberately suppressed by the government for an incredible 28 years — is now revealed for the first time in a blockbuster GLOBE investigation.

In secret hearings, Jackie told the hush-hush Warren Commission members that when she rushed over the rear seat of the presidential limo after a bullet tore the top and rear of JFK's head off, she wasn't trying to escape the carnage, as one famous photo suggests. Instead, she was rushing out to grab the shattered remains of her skull, in the desperate hope that doctors would need it to save his life.

But Jackie's testimony about the fatal bullet that ripped into her husband's right temple never saw the light of day until now. In small letters, written on the original Warren Commission report, are the words: "Reference to wounds deleted."

"Her testimony damaged the Federal government's single- assassin theory, so they buried it all those years," says Bob Grandin, who uncovered the document for GLOBE.

"Jackie described how JFK was shot from the front, not from the back."

Mortally Wounded

"And how the back of his head was gone, which is contrary to what the government says. Their autopsy photos show the president's head intact."

The Warren Commission wanted you to believe Kennedy was shot by a lone assassin firing from the Texas Book Depository — and that all the shots were fired from behind.

Describing the moments immediately after JFK was mortally wounding, Jackie says: "I was trying to hold his hair on. But from the front there was nothing. I suppose there must have been."

"But from the back, I could see... you know... I was trying to hold his hair on... and his skull on."

"Jackie then told the commission that she screamed: 'I love you, Jack' as the president slumped onto her lap."

"There was a piece of JFK's brain on the back of the linoleum," says Grandin: "Jackie saw it and she bravely crawled over the seat, grabbed herself with her legs and reached out with her right hand to collect the brain matter that was just sitting there on the car."

"Her own personal special agent, Clint Hill, jumped into the car at this point and covered both Jackie and the dying JFK. Jackie held the brain matter of her husband gently in her hands."

"She held it like that all the way to Parkland Hospital. Then she walked into the surgery room, where doctors were frantically trying to save the president's life."

"She stopped Dr. Martinez Jenkins. He turned to look at her. She lifted her hands up in the air, toward his head, and whispered: 'Here, this will help.' She was holding a large piece of her husband's brain and skull in her hands."

Blood-Stained Suit

 Asked how many shots she heard, Jackie told the commission: "There must have been two, because the one that made me turn around was when Governor Connally started yelling."

"It used to confuse me, because at first I remembered there were three. I thought my husband didn't make any sound when he was shot, but then Governor Connally screamed like a stuck pig."

"Then I read the other day that the same shot hit them both. But I used to think: If only I'd been looking in the right direction."

"I would have seen the first shot hit him (JFK). Then I could have pulled him down, and the second shot would have gotten Governor Connally."

"But I heard Governor Connally yelling and that made me turn around. And as I turned to the right, my husband was receiving a bullet."

Hours after the assassination, Jackie was asked if she wanted to change her blood-stained suit before attending the swearing-in of Lyndon Johnson as 36th president of the United States.

"No," she replied. "Let them see what they have done."

Advisors: "Even then, Jackie knew more than one man had killed the president."

"She realized the autopsy photos were faked. I can't explain why she's kept quiet all these years, but I think the conspirators could have gotten in her and threatened her children's safety if she didn't keep quiet."

- KER HARRELL
OUR SHOCKING EVIDENCE PROVES JFK MOVIE IS TRUE!

DIRECTOR Oliver Stone's blockbuster new movie has caused a storm of criticism across America, but assassination expert Robert Gruden's shattering new evidence proves that the film's chilling plot is right on target.

Gruden, who was chief adviser on the 820 million movie and the man responsible for re-opening the Kennedy assassination investigation in 1977, used more than 6,000 photographs to stage an exact re-enactment of that fatal day in Dallas.

"I helped Oliver recreate the murder of the century," says Gruden. "It was as real as people playing exteriors on the street turned into tears when they saw their beloved president shot."

"We walked every inch of Dealey Plaza discussing the moment details. Every extras' clothing matched perfectly what people wore that day. Everyone stood in exactly the right position."

"It took two weeks to shoot the scene where Jackie crawled over the back of the presidential limousine to retrieve a piece of her husband's hat. For two whole weeks actress Stockard Channing crawled in and out of that car ever and over again, splattered with blood and latex."

The blockbuster filmHolocaustinsiders are warning to clean up this year's Oscar race reveals that:

- The president was killed by more than one gunman.
- That fatal shot was fired from the grassy knoll striking Kennedy in the right temple and boring the back of his head off.
- The assassination was part of a sinister conspiracy by the CIA and right-wing Cuban exiles.
- The Kennedy family, led by Ted and Jackie, are responsible for the continuing cover-up. You can convince yourself of that.

Gruden personally photographed the scene and waited for JFK's motorcade to turn onto Elm Street and roll slowly toward a 'kill zone', where they suddenly opened fire on him and aX counted off seven shots from high-caliber weapons.

"The first shot missed," reveals Gruden. "But the second hit the president in the throat. The fifth bullet caused the mortal wound. That shot, fired from the front seat, hit him in the right temple and bored back of his head off."

In the movie, Gruden's bullet fired from the grassy knoll, but Jackie Kennedy and Oliver and I are convinced that the fatal wound came from the ground -- on the sixth floor of the Texas Bank Depository, where the Warren Commission claims that Lee Harvey Oswald fired the fatal shots into the president's body.

Director Stone even re-shot the Zapruder film, a black and white movie by low-budgetreedman Abraham Zapruder that captured the images that stunned the world at the time of the assassination, says Gruden.

"The man who plays Zapruder is actually filming the motorcade with an oil lamp, a magic bullet, camera that fits into a pack."

Now, tragically, Ted and Jackie Kennedy are to blame for the proof of a conspiracy. All the original Zapruder photographs have been locked away in the dark vaults of the government's archives for 75 years -- with the Kennedy's approval.

"No one in the family has done anything about releasing the photographs for investigation," Gruden charges.

"These pictures were given to the Kennedy family as a gift. They then gave it back to the government as it could be placed in files -- and kept from the public -- for 75 years." -- KEN HARRELL

NEXT WEEK: PICTURES FROM ASSASSINATION FILE

"My wife and I are already seeing our pictures published by the film's editors."

"Our Zapruder-like photographs -- actual autopsy photographs of bullet holes in his back. The film's editor says they're right on target."

"But the government's official report shows an illustration -- not a photograph -- of one wound. And that wound is in the neck, not the back. "They did that to prove the magic bullet theory of one bullet from a lone assassin," ex-plains Robert Gruden.

"But in one photo, one bullet hit JFK in the back of the neck, carried through his throat, hit Gov. Connally in the right arm, ended up in his back, and finally in his leg. That's a half of a bullet."

"The government hired an artist named Jim DuPree to recreate a wound to the back of the president's neck. It didn't even fit in."

"The movie is trying to make people think that it didn't happen."